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 and tones of the colours in the image and try
to match these up carefully. We also had lots of
discussion around symmetry and how we could
make the leaf symmetric as we were collaging
the papers onto the background. The children
created some wonderful collages and were very
considered in the way that they selected
different coloured papers to replicate the
colours.I was really pleased with the outcome of
this session.
My area of specialism is Textiles and therefore
I was really excited to be able to bring this into
the Autumn project. Year 4 children were given
the opportunity to have a go at a traditional
rag rugging technique using a hessian base,
wooden prodder tool and strips of different
coloured fabrics. I made the prodder tools using
old fashion wooden dolly pegs and whittling the
end to make a point, these were inexpensive
and really effective. The fabric strips were
recycled from old jersey t-shirts, scraps of felt
and old thin knit jumpers.  This was another
ideal opportunity to really investigate colour
and discuss the change in seasons and what
happens to leaves as they fall from the trees.
The children made great progress with their
rag rugging piece during the afternoon session
and as with most creative techniques some
children progressed quicker than others. The
class teacher was happy to continue working on
these pieces in the classroom and the children
completed them over the following week. We
talked about perseverance whilst we worked on
these pieces and how some things progress
more slowly than others but are worth the wait.
I think the children enjoyed how tactile the
prodding method was and were very calm and
relaxed  during the session. Most of them said
that working with fabric was completely new to
them and I was impressed with how well they
handled it and got into the flow of it. 

"  In September of 2019 I started working with
teachers and children at Brambles School.
During the first term I really wanted to get
to know all the children in the school and
therefore I scheduled afternoon sessions with
different year groups each week.
I chose an overarching theme of Autumn to
use as inspiration for all of the sessions.
Autumn is a great theme and provides lots
of opportunities to go outside and collect
items such as leaves, twigs, flowers and
branches to study and use for observational
studies. It’s a perfect theme too for any work
based around colour and colour blending.
I was keen to create a whole body of work
based on this theme using a variety of
different media and techniques and so I
chose different approaches for each year
group. Key Stage One children explored
more mark making and paper -based
techniques such as taking rubbings from
leaves using oil pastels and wax candles. The
children loved brushing watercolour paint
over their wax rubbings and noticing how the
wax resisted the paint and left the outline
and veins of the leaf showed through. The
children also explored printing directly with
different shaped leaves and seeing what
effects they could create.
Year two children experimented with collage
and looked more in depth at the colour
pallets that the autumn leaves provided. I
used imagery of leaves where the colours
blended from beautiful oranges to reds and
yellow to green as a stimulus for the collage
task. I cut the image of the leaf in half and
asked the children to collage the opposite
half using a variety of coloured papers,
newspaper and magazine pages. 
I asked them specifically to look at the
shades



The teacher commented that it was a lovely
activity to pick up and continue during quieter
moments in class.
The final activity I planned for this project was
working with upper key stage 2 to create a felted
leaf design. Again this was a very successful
session and something completely new to the
children. Similarly to the rag rugging we
discussed colour alot and looked at the materials
and different coloured fibres that we had
available to use. The felted method provoked lots
of interesting discussion about where wool comes
from and I explained about the process of taking
fleece from sheep and turning into clean and
dyed wool fibres. Colour was very important
again and I showed ways of using the wool fibres
to blend and mix colours. The year 6 group
particularly loved this technique and were quick
to pick up the ideas that I had demonstrated to
them.  This is quite an easy activity to resource,
all that's needed is a base piece of felt, a
selection of wool fibres, sponges to stab into and
special felting needles. This technique does build
up quite quickly and is all about the repetition of
the stabbing action to bond the fibres together
and make them into a flat piece of felt. We had
a really positive response from the year 6 class
and those who didn’t quite complete were very
keen to continue this the next day. I think the
children enjoyed working with the soft fibres and
creating a piece of textile design.
A school wide project this worked very well, using
Autumn as a theme was ideal as there were so
many different ways to interpret the colours and
shapes. This kind of project was really good to
engage the children in new creation processes
and give them an opportunity to try something
brand new. The body of work that we produced
would make a colourful, tactile and textured
display in school.
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Printing with real leaves.

Picking tones for collage.

Noticing the differences in colour.

Choosing colour for felting.

Rag rug techniques..


